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Problem I: Hardware Trojans
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Problem II: Hardware reverse engineering tools
  ◦ Solution II: We developed one . . . with the help of a very successful AI study project.

Problem III: Optimal layout of hardware (= graph) to support human analyst
Your Task

- Get used to the hardware reverse engineering context
- Understand different concepts of graph layout algorithms
- Implement and evaluate graph layout algorithms
  - [Optional] GPU implementation
Requirements and What You Learn

Requirements:
- 2 - 3 students (Bachelor or Master)
- Background in C, C++, Qt, Python
- Interest in graph layout algorithms, graphical user interfaces
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Requirements:
- 2 - 3 students (Bachelor or Master)
- Background in C, C++, Qt, Python
- Interest in graph layout algorithms, graphical user interfaces

What You Learn:
- Problems in hardware reverse engineering
- Understanding of graph layout algorithms
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Transforms code that is difficult to understand for human reverse engineers
Solution - Obfuscation

Code Obfuscation
Transforms code that is difficult to understand for human reverse engineers

- Hamper reverse engineering
- Safeguard intellectual property
- Watermarking
- Exploit Mitigation
Your Task

- Development of a tool to arm embedded firmware with obfuscation
- Modular design to integrate variety of obfuscation techniques
- Improvements of reverse engineering tools
Your Task

- Development of a tool to arm embedded firmware with obfuscation
- Modular design to integrate variety of obfuscation techniques
- Improvements of reverse engineering tools
- Technical details for obfuscation and reverse engineering at start of the project 😊
Requirements and What You Learn

Requirements:
- 2 - 3 students (Bachelor or Master)
- Background in Python
- Basic understanding of embedded systems and assembler
- Interest in reverse engineering and obfuscation

What You Learn:
- Embedded systems
- Reverse engineering and obfuscation techniques
- Compiler internals
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